LOCATION: See unit descriptions in the Nevada Hunt Book. These units are located in Pershing and Humboldt Counties, east of Highway 447 and the town of Gerlach and west of Interstate 80 and the town of Lovelock.

ELEVATION: The hunt unit consists of broad desert valleys averaging 3,800 feet in elevation. Mountain peaks rise up to a maximum of 8,200 feet.

TERRAIN: The topography is rugged, characterized by steep ridges and canyons.

VEGETATION: The desert valleys have lake playas surrounded by the shadscale and greasewood plant communities. The mountains are dominated by sagebrush communities with juniper at upper elevations.

WEATHER AND CLIMATE: The climate is dry, with 4 to 6 inches average precipitation on the flats and up to 15 inches on the tops of the mountain ranges.

LAND STATUS: Approximately 85% of the land within these units are public and 15% is private (mostly railroad land). Access is good.

HUNTER ACCESS: Access is good to all units. Four-wheel drive vehicles are necessary, and horses can be useful in a few locations.

MAP REFERENCES: U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps 1:100,000 scale are the most useful. Eugene Mountains, Lovelock, Gerlach and Kumiva Peak cover this unit. There are numerous 7.5-minute scale topographic maps of the area as well. Topo maps are sold in Reno at the Nevada Bureau of Mines & Geology at 784-6691 and Mark, Fore & Strike at 322-9559. You can also contact Geological Services at 358-0923. The DeLorme Nevada Atlas and Gazetteer is available at most book or sporting goods stores, or by calling them direct at 1-800-452-5931.

FACILITIES AND SERVICES: Hospitals are located in Lovelock and Winnemucca. Motels, restaurants, fuel, garages and markets are located in Lovelock, Gerlach, Empire and Winnemucca.

RECOMMENDED HUNTING AREAS FOR ANTELOPE: Kumiva Valley, the Rosebud Canyon vicinity of the Kamma Mountains and areas surrounding the Seven Troughs Range have the highest concentrations of pronghorn in this unit group. Hunters should concentrate their efforts within a two-mile perimeter surrounding water sources.

SPECIAL COMMENTS: Camping is unrestricted. Use care when camping so as not to restrict livestock or wildlife from using isolated water sources.